
Background: Correlative studies have suggested that alpha fre-
quency synchronization in basal ganglia indicate a state of ongoing
forceful movement. To prove in principle would be a improvement
in a self-paced movement during the direct stimulation at basal gan-
glia nuclei at alpha range.

Methods: To this end, we stimulated 15 Parkinson’s disease
patients (29 sides) with different frequencies (off stimulation, 5, 10,
20 and 50 Hz) while the patients performing self-paced ballistic
movements. Three tasks including elbow flexion, extension and pinch
by using thumb and index finger were test. Two separate ANOVAs
with within-subjects simple contrasts were used to test the influence
of frequency on peak force and rising slope of ballistic movements.

Results: Stimulation at 10 Hz significantly improved the peak
force and rising slope in elbow ‘‘Flexion task’’. It also improved ris-
ing slope but not peak force in ‘‘Pinch task’’. No such effect was
seen in ‘‘Extension task.’’

Conclusions: This intervention study adds evidence to the positive
correlation between alpha activities in the basal ganglai and the

generation of ballistic movement. Presumably this stimulation are
mimicking the physiological activity which enhance the working
memory.
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Functional convergence of parallel circuits within subthalamic
nucleus: Intra-operative multichannel-microelectrode recording
study during emotional, cognitive and motor tasks
E.T. Fonoff, M. Edgar, K. Sameshima, M.J. Teixeira,
M.A.L. Nicolelis (São Paulo, Brazil)

Objective: Demonstrate the convergence of circuit loops of basal
ganglia within STN.

Background: Specific cortical areas involved in the processing of
motor, cognitive and emotional information are connected through
parallel circuits to separate territories within basal ganglia suggesting

a segregated model of information processing. However, behavioral
changes in PD patients after STN DBS in the same subjects who
experienced significant motor improvement suggest that the greatest
convergence of different circuit loops is reached within STN.

Methods: Twelve consecutive PD patients underwent multiunit re-
cording through a 32-channel-microelectrode based in an assembly of
microwires used for electrophysiological mapping of STN during ste-

reotactic implantation of DBS electrodes in standard dorsolateral
STN target. Once, the neurophysiologist recognized the neuron activ-
ity pattern typical of STN, the patient was asked to perform the
tasks. Neuronal signal recording was time-locked with the interactive
workstation that presented emotional valence images (IAPS Image
Bank), a decision-making task and motion performance analysis of

the contralateral hand. The signal was submitted to off-line spike-
sorting analysis and correlated to behavioral responses to the three-
modality tasks.

Results: Twelve consecutive PD patients underwent multiunit re-
cording through a 32-channel-microelectrode based in an assembly of
microwires used for electrophysiological mapping of STN during ste-
reotactic implantation of DBS electrodes in standard dorsolateral

STN target. Once, the neurophysiologist recognized the neuron activ-
ity pattern typical of STN, the patient was asked to perform the
tasks. Neuronal signal recording was time-locked with the interactive
workstation that presented emotional valence images (IAPS Image
Bank), a decision-making task and motion performance analysis of
the contralateral hand. The signal was submitted to off-line spike-

sorting analysis and correlated to behavioral responses to the three-
modality tasks.

Conclusions: This data is consistent with the hypothesis the basal
ganglia modulates motor activity as complex behavioral series that
are strongly influenced by the cognitive and emotional context in
which they are executed.
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L-type calcium channel block and energy implications for
substantia nigra neurons
F. Francis, M.R. Garcia, P. Wellstead, R. Middleton
(Maynooth, Ireland)

Objective: Determine the implications of the use of L-type cal-
cium channels on the energy budget of substantia nigra (SNc) neu-
rons.

Background: Low voltage activated L-type calcium channels of

SNc are in the limelight for their potential role in Parkinson’s disease
pathogenesis. Their engagement during regular autonomous pacemak-
ing of the neuron is believed to create calcium, energy and oxidative
stress. Blocking these channels for neuroprotection is still debated.
SNc neurons have a huge energy budget owing to extensive arborisa-
tion and regular pacemaking. Any intervention that can ease this bur-
den, would have positive contribution to the cell’s survival.

Methods: We developed a mathematical model for the pacemak-
ing activity by including significant channel types expressed in SNc.
The model which employs Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz cation dynamics
and Hodgkin-Huxley gating dynamics, have parameters identified
from published experimental data. Energy as ATP usage rate was
determined from membrane cation pump currents. L-type channel

blocks were simulated and pacemaking was re-established by activat-
ing HCN channels by increasing cytosolic cAMP concentrations.

Results: Our simulations support the hypothesis that L-type chan-
nel block reduces neuronal energy stress. There was a significant
reduction in ATP usage when a calcium-driven pacemaking switched,
on the basis of in-silico CaV1.3 channel blockade, to a sodium-driven
mode.

Conclusions: Our work echoes the role of L-type calcium chan-
nels in creating neuronal stress. However, its role as a potential drug
target would need to first overcome potential undesirable biochemical
responses due to the blockade of CaV1.3 channels. This result calls
for further inspection of the link between calcium regulation and me-
tabolism within SNc neurons
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Ambulatory activity monitor in the evaluation of ‘‘de novo’’
Parkinson’s disease patients
P.J. Garcia-Ruiz, L. Lopez Manzanares, M.J. Catalan,
J.C. Martinez-Castrillo, N. Lopez Aristegui, J.M. Velazquez,
A. Rojo (Madrid, Spain)

Objective: 1. To test ambulatory activity monitor (AAM: Acti-
trac) in a group of de novo PD patients and compare with control
group

2. To determine whether AAM measures correlate with UPDRS

scores
3. To compare AAM measures in baseline conditions and after

treatment with rotigotine.
Background: At present, clinical evaluation of Parkinson’s dis-

ease (PD) relies on clinical scales such as Unified Parkinson’s Dis-
ease Rating Scale (UPDRS). However, other more objective methods
have been proposed, including functional studies, timed tests and

accelerometry-based ambulatory activity monitors (AAM). The utility
AAM for early evaluation of PD is debated.

Methods: We prospectively studied 24 ambulatory patients
recently diagnoses of idiopathic PD. Clinical evaluation included
UPDRS scale and AAM. The AAM ActiTrac was placed on the wrist
(more affected side) continuously for 72h. Subjects were asked to

maintain their habitual pattern of activities and to remove the AAM
only when taking a bath. After completion of the recording, the data
were obtained and analyzed. A group of 15 normal individuals were
studied as controls. Finally, a group of 10 PD de novo patients were
studied in basal conditions (before medications) and after 1 month
treatment with rotigotine.
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